
Cameron / Camilla Palmiro AKA “Saturday”
Bank Robber for Hire and Occasional Traitor

You have been a small time criminal for several years now.  Never pulled 
anything as big as a bank robbery before, but then again you’ve never been convicted 
beforeeither.  Your record is clean, and you hope to keep it that way.

At the same time, you didn’t want to spend all your life swiping cars and selling 
them to chop-shops.  You wanted something bigger, something grander.  And in the 
criminal underworld, that means a bank heist or similar scale job.

But bank heists are notoriously difficult to pull off.  Stealing someone’s car just 
requires getting their keys or breaking some glass and knowing how to hotwire 
something.  Stealing money from a bank requires being either ninja level sneaky or it 
requires going in with guns and taking hostages.  The plan this time is to go with guns 
and hostages.

Normally, there would be no way you’d risk yourself on such a job.  Hostage 
taking means you have to keep a group of total strangers intimidated, possibly for hours. 
And it often means some sort of standoff with the police.  And you’ve seen how those 
movies end, too: typically the bad guys wind up in jail or shot in the head.  And you 
happen to be those bad guys, today.

But the boss on this job, “Thursday”, has promised you that everyone will make it 
out clean and safe.  He has some sort of inside knowledge of the bank, and says that will 
get you out okay.  This assuaged your nerves for the early planning stages, but now 
you’re wondering what the mastermind’s secret plan really is.  How can you get out of 
here alive, safe and with all that money?

Just to be sure, you’ve arranged for a backup plan:  Your friend Myra Shane is 
supposed to be in the bank, in disguise.  She’ll be taken as one of the hostages, but you’ll 
make sure she gets out alive.  But the best part of the plan is that she’ll be disguised as a 
pregnant woman: when you get your hands on some of the money, the two of you will 
hide the money in her fake baby belly.  That way, all you have to do is get out alive.  And 
if the robbery goes off like Thursday has planned, then you get a somewhat larger share 
of loot than anyone else.  Sounds like a win for you, either way.

Thursday’s been extremely secretive this whole time.  You don’t know any of the 
other robbers, just their codenames:  Thursday’s the leader, Monday’s the hostage 
wrangler, Tuesday is the safecracker and you’re “Saturday”.  You’re supposed to help 
watch the hostages and then help move the money out.


